
                      A VIEW OF THEOLOGY AND GOD-TALK 
 
In the Dutch-speaking world Hadewijch hardly needs introduction, at least where 
her literary prowess is concerned. She is generally considered to be one of the 
greatest of poetic geniuses the Lowlands have ever generated. 
At the same time, a similar valuation concerning her theology is conspicuous by 
its absence, however much to the point it would be. Hadewijch is not only a great 
artist, she is also a great theologian.  
As you grow more familiar with her writings the perceptiveness and power of her 
way of speaking of God becomes ever more apparent. The present volume seeks to 
remedy the omission of regarding Hadewijch to be a theologian of impact, by 
offering a reading of part of Hadewijch's works that draws explicit attention to 
the poignancy of her God-Talk. 
To do that, this volume concentrates on her Stanzaic Poems: 45 mystical love-
songs of varying length. In these songs Hadewijch avails herself of the register 
of courtly poetry to render the way she experiences her keeping company with 
God. By making use of a genre immensely popular and influential in her day, she 
was sure to catch and hold the attention of her contemporaries, and ours for 
that matter.  
In taking this course Hadewijch is in good company: a comparable procedure was 
followed by the prophet Isaiah in chapter 5 of his book. And Solomon's Song even 
offers a complete collection of love-songs that for long centuries have been 
interpreted as an allegory of the love between God and a human being.  
In her Stanzaic Poems Hadewijch extends and qualifies the connotations and 
meaning of Scripture with the connotations and meaning of chivalry and feudality. 
In this way she manages to fashion a register of her own. And a particulary 
persuasive vehicle for expressing the ways of partnership with God it is. 
This essay consists in two main parts, each subdivided into three sections. 
The first part introduces a view of theology and God-Talk that has developed 
from long association with the way the great mystics of the West speak of God. 
I propose this view as the perspective from which Hadewijch's theology in the 
Stanzaic Poems needs to be assessed.  
The second part directs attention to the particular way of associating with God 
that Christian tradition has named mysticism and spirituality. Mysticism and 
spirituality express perception and consciousness of the inexpressible into 
words, it is true, but much more importantly they express these into a way of 
life and an attitude of mind. The words give access to and qualify the way life 
is lived, the manner reality is inhabited. From that angle the second part 
subsequently focusses on the particular way Hadewijch has cast mysticism and 
spirituality into words to match her inner life. As an expression of this, the 
Stanzaic Poems offer an especially effective interpretation of the interaction 
between God and a human being. 
The translation from Middle-Dutch into English reflects the choice of remaining 
as faithful to the original text as possible. Hopefully, the rendering makes up 
in clarity for what it lacks in poetic accomplishment. 
 
 
                      Significant language 
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Theology. 
 
Theology has its starting-point in the God - human relationship. 
When the term 'theology' is deconstructed into the component parts of its Greek 
origin: [theos] and [legein], it shows that 'theology' means: speaking of God. 
For a very long time now this particular mannner of speaking has commonly been 
taken in a very strict and limited academic manner. In the course of time  
[legein/logos] has even come to be exclusively associated with rationality and 
instrumental reason. A great many theologians have considered their powers of 
reasoning their best option when talking about God in the reflective and sophis-
ticated way thought proper to the subject. But taking theology for a very 
specialized professional speech, even for a technical language that is developed 
and used by theologians for their scholarly, systematic and methodical work, 
cannot begin to do justice to its subject, because it reduces theology to one of 
its supporting disciplines.  
In a profession generated by a living dynamism -love of God- it is unsuitable to 
accept as normative a language that tends to be presented as so clear and distinct 
that its meaning can be taken for univocal.  
Apart from being unsuitable, it is impossible to posit univocal clarity and 
distinctness in theological language, because the significance of theology's 
terms is not of static meaning.  
Theology is ultimately qualified by a live process of faith. And human language 
is fundamentally impotent when speaking of God. 
 
To this the mystics of the Christian tradition testify. The limits of language 
have inspired many of them not to abstraction and technique but to works of such 
many-layered and accomplished art that they loom large in the literary traditions 
of their respective countries, as authors and poets.  
Lady Julian of Norwich, Teresa of Avila, Hadewijch of Antwerp, to name but a 
few, are cases in point. 
 
To the core of our beings we human beings are qualified by God. Therefore we can 
and may not speak about God in a distant and objectifying manner. We can only 
properly speak of God and express the relationship which utterly qualifies us in 
terms of reality as we experience it. 
Theology, therefore, is a mode of speaking of God in which the total commitment 
of the relationship with God is expressed in a particular manner.  
This total commitment demands that all our faculties be brought into play. In 
the interaction of these faculties the cognitive element does have a position of 
its own but it does not necessarily occupy pride of place.  
To my mind theology can effectively be circumscribed as imaginative cognition. 
Imaging reaches toward God, and cognition elaborates, develops and aims at 
insight by subsequently reflecting on the imaging.  
 
Theology is all about practising the virtue of imagination, in an effort to 
conceive of the relation between and the interaction among God, world and 
humankind. Imaginative cognition is a process during which a person who involves 
her/himself in it, gradually grows conscious of and gains insight into something 
at first unknown and unqualified. You may gain access to such consciousness and 
insight by being both attentive to, perceptive and discerning of the intimations 
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invoking you from the outside and to your own inner life, experiencing its 
development and savouring that. This attentiveness develops into memory by being 
sustained in longtime association. It tries to form understanding and reach 
clarification by attempting to express itself. This must needs be done in a wide 
variety of images and likenesses because this process of imaginative cognition 
does not have an empirically available object that may be univocally described 
or defined. In the course of the process the images and likenesses chosen, will 
either prove proper and in that case they can be retained and elaborated upon. 
Or they will show that they are not adequate vehicles for the expression of the 
initial perception. Then they must be discarded. Personal perceptions and the 
images that suggest themselves for expressing those perceptions, should be 
confronted with the findings of others who are commited to the same 
attentiveness. In that way both perceptions and images may be refined and 
purified to gain in genuineness. 
 
In Hadewijch's works this imaginative cognition plays a role of importance.  
In her works the term 'redenne' occurs quite often. In my translation of the 
Stanzaic Poems, I have rendered this term with mind, and not with reason because 
reason strongly connotes rationality as such. But Hadewijch does not refer to 
the faculty of rationality and reasoning only. She presents 'redenne'/mind as an 
undivided human capacity which is enlightened by love and wherein intellect and 
heart only in unison are capable of gaining insight. 'Redenne'/mind is the 
faculty with which people, literally, learn by heart by loving God with their 
mind. 
 
The root-metaphor of Hadewijch's works is God-is-love.  
In the Stanzaic poems this fundamental insight is given body by composing upon 
God's being in love. Thus Hadewijch precludes the possibility of abstract 
reasoning and persuades her readers/hearers to allow love-that-is-God to come 
next to their skin and into their heart. As for instance her Letters indicate, 
she tried to unveil God's countenance for others by compassionate action and 
thoughtful guidance. But in the Stanzaic Poems especially, she forged her mother-
tongue into an instrument capable of daring God-talk. Not in definitions but in 
in-finitions of shattering impact, she unbalances the self-evident use of current 
language. 
 
Language. 
 
The foundation of language is relationality among people.  
Expressing yourself in language has to be learned from others. In this sense 
communication is prior to expression. 
Language is of the essence for all human society and one of the essential 
characteristics of personal being in expression. Our language grants us the power 
of naming a large part of the impressions that enter us by way of our senses. 
Thus language is the fundamental human institution for devising something of 
order into the chaos of impressions that would otherwise engulf us.  
To be capable of placing the continuous stream of impressions and apprehensions 
and speaking of them with other persons, we need a classification to arrange 
them into. The words of our mother-tongue are the carriers of the particular 
classification our society has developed in the course of time. When we were 
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children we were taught to use this framework of categories current in our 
language as a matter of course. As a result, the workings of our consciousness 
and our ability to think were patterned on and shaped by that particular framework 
of categories.  
In this way our language has grown into our means of permitting us to communicate 
with others, to think coherently and express ourselves, to arrange the world 
around us in such a manner that it makes sense to us. 
 
With the above the determining side of language has been indicated. The language 
we think and speak in, is not disinterested. It is not an unbiased system of 
timeless significances in which we can reflect our thoughts purely and free of 
value-judgments. Our language even tends to limit our thinking: to whatever there 
have been coined words for. With that our thinking may become fixed within the 
confines of the thought of those having made up the words and lines of thought 
of our language when they qualified their position vis à vis reality. 
Our language filters everything presenting itself to us. In that way it 
profoundly influences our awareness and manner of perceiving. We see, hear and 
interpret the way we do because idiom and usage of our society almost predestine 
us to particular choices and valuation of arrangement while interpreting. Thus 
we are fitted into the society we were born into. With the particular way of 
expressing things characteristic of the language we were taught to speak, we 
internalized the standards and evaluations of the social system our language 
functions in. 
 
Idiom and usage of our society almost predestine our point of view, our way of 
thinking. But not quite. 
If we were completely predestined in our thought and emotion, development of 
thinking and feeling would be impossible and we would not even be equipped, for 
example, to reflect on necessary changes in language, social system, ourselves.  
Therefore it is important to keep in mind that we do not define reality as such 
in our language. Language does not 'mirror' reality purely and simply. Language 
does not coincide with what it expresses, nor does it cover all of reality. 
There is much we do know and cannot express in language because we have no name 
for it. Yet, we are aware of it and we mind it. We can indeed have thoughts we 
cannot express in words. Thought, knowledge and language are not reducible to 
one another. Therefore the verb 'represent' is more apt than 'mirror'. In a 
certain way language re-presents: it remains secondary interpretation to prior 
awareness. So language does not only refer to reality. It also moulds reality 
and makes it present, actual. Language is capable of creating and fashioning. It 
can be forged into an instrument that helps in processing changes of 
conciousness. Language can even become a tool for actual making. Then speaking 
and acting are close company. In such language word and deed are united and words 
do what they say.  
Such language is power of creation. 
 
God-Talk 
 
Language is not just a framework of categories we employ to arrange our view of 
the world into neat order. Language has creative potency in its function of 
[poièsis]. By combining words in a particular manner new meaning may be created. 
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Especially if the combination of words is uncommon, an 'ontological flash' may 
strike, a 'disclosure' may happen.  
Any speech that just unthinkingly repeats phrases, kills them off. A meaningful 
word requires both receptivity and creativity. 
Words are not just there, they need to be found and formed, they want to have 
their significance charged with meaning. Dead words can rise to renewed life and 
be made actual and understandable anew. Then language is the making of meaning. 
Such language is [poièsis]: doing, processing, bringing about, making. 
A most concentrated form of such making of meaning is to be found in mystical 
texts, and especially in mystical poetry. There words are made to represent, 
interpret, evoke and create actuality. There humankind's being-in-God's-image-
and-toward-God's-likeness may take striking form, in the creativity of words 
charged with meaning to effect. 
 
As was said earlier, the foundation of language is relationality between people. 
The same holds good for humankind and God, for God makes use of human language 
to make herself known, thus revealing the relationality between humankind and 
God.  
Revelation does not go without saying. What we call revelation only becomes 
revelation as the One gives herself to be known to a human being in personal and 
individual experience and when and in so far as this gift is accepted and 
internalized. Once such experience has grown to be part of the individual in 
mindful acceptance, it is continually rendered and interpreted in doing and 
thinking, and in ongoing dialogue with community and tradition. 
The significance and meaning of revelation gain powerful density and communi-
cative value in language.  
In speech the relation to God, which was constituted in the experience of 
revelation, is actively made accesible for others. As one of the channels of 
God's advent, God's coming towards us, human language may be designated as a 
spiritual phenomenon: it is an inspired whole quickened by the Breath of Life to 
enable humankind to relate to and to speak of fellow humans and of God. 
Such is the characteristic of God-Talk: it is everyday language in a different 
key. It is everyday language used in a religious sense. God-talk is an open usage 
which makes words and sentences say more than they commonly say. This polysemic 
usage is necessarily expressed in non-definitive language because human language 
as such is and remains incapable of encompassing the divine.  
God remains elusive, ever beyond us. 
But the wonder of language is that it can evoke what it cannot express, it can 
mention what it is unable to mark out. This is what makes God-talk possible. We 
cannot reason our way into God by abstraction and speculation.  
We can only represent our awareness of God, and quest for God in relations of 
tangible love that make our lives within the confines of this world. 
 
 
    and lyrical meaning 
 
 
Imaging 
 
When we speak of God, we do so in images. We image God. 
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Speaking of God is all about practising the virtue of imagination. 
The word 'imaging' refers to a particular language-game which makes our being 
receptive of the Presence and forwards our growing towards proper answering-
being in imaginative words and redeeming deeds. 
God-talk nourishes our powers of imagination. God cannot be spoken about 
definingly, only talked of imaginatively. It is impossible to define God.  
Not because God is too high and mighty, too spiritual or mysterious but, 
ultimately, because God is too dynamic, too energetic. Images of God cannot be 
made immutable. They must remain open to be authentic. 
 
What do I mean when I speak of 'imaging God'? 
Imaging God might be circumscribed as: reproducing an awareness of what all name 
'God' in a re-presentation derived from the reality of the world as we know it. 
In the case of speaking/writing of God this reproduction takes the form of a 
rendering: of wordcraft; a perception of God is rendered into language. 
Such imaginative language may function as a set of tools informing you on 
yourself, your relation to others and to God. When you remain well aware of the 
point of comparison, the images may work as triggers of insight. They can qualify 
and direct your attitude. Poignantly and immediately they do not provide 
understanding so much as perspective; because they do not only muster the 
rational potential of your mind but move your entire being, the whole of your 
existence, from the ground of your heart. 
 
It is essential to bear in mind that such imaginative language is  
re-production, and therefore an interpretation already so many levels removed 
from the original well-spring of awareness. 
Interpretation is an ongoing process of reflection during which a discernment of 
God must be translated into imaginative words; words that match vivid 
significance with visionary power to achieve as truthful a meaning as possible.  
Interpreting the awareness of God takes place during an intentional process of 
appropriation which has emotional, intellectual and sensual components. In due 
course of this process sense is made of awareness, perceptions and discernments 
by marshalling them into a coherent unity of mind and meaning. 
 
Not just any unity will do.  
It must be a unity made possible by other settings that are known and appreciated; 
such as Scripture in the case of a Christian believer. Furthermore the intended 
unity of mind and meaning is set within the horizon of understanding, the universe 
of discourse given with the time and place, gender, position, age, way of life, 
view of reality of the particular person who is fashioning the unity of 
interpretation. 
Interpretation, then, is a form of mediation, a more or less successful attempt 
at bridging the gap between awareness and worded meaning; a more or less realized 
endeavour at communication of deep-seated motivations, aspirations and insights. 
 
Metaphor 
 
When we try at re-presenting God, we have a variety of strategies at our disposal. 
Among these strategies a fundamental role is played, both in life and in language, 
by metaphor.  
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Metaphor is not a form of literal use of language, as classical and medieval 
theories would have it, because its statement is false when taken for a fact. 
Metaphor is seeing something in terms of something else; a trans-fering of 
meaning among various contexts, thus initiating an interaction among the contexts 
that generates uncommon insight. This interaction makes for open-endedness in 
metaphors; the resemblances between the referent and that in terms of which it 
is seen, are so numerous that in fact it is virtually impossible to sum them up 
exhaustively.  
Metaphor does not describe literally or give definitions. Rather it evokes and 
offers in-finitions. Metaphor is not merely an ornamental figure of speech but 
a characteristic of all our thinking. Metaphorical thinking is not reducible to 
literal language but it can have cognitive significance indeed. A metaphor is 
not a literal cognitive statement, but is capable of entailing such statements. 
It can expand the scope of our language and thereby enlarge the span of our 
thought. In short, all language is metaphorical but some uses of language are 
more metaphorical than others.  
 
First of all it must be said that not a word constitutes the metaphor, but a 
phrase in a particular context. 
Modern theories on metaphor, unlike the classical and medieval ones, observe a 
creative moment of constitution of meaning in the interaction of the words in a 
metaphor. Metaphor is no longer considered to be something that happens to a 
noun. Linguists generally agree that metaphor can only be interpreted within a 
context, which is itself embedded in a semantic field, a field of meaning.  
Thus not a word used figuratively, constitutes the metaphor, but the complete 
proposition in which the word occurs, within the whole of its context.  
That is why the proper meaning of a metaphor can only be established contextually. 
'Meaning' being the configuration of relations among the significances of words 
making up a particular utterance. 
 
Metaphor is the unusual combination of two fields of meaning which in their 
joining spark off meaning as yet unthought of. New meaning may flash upon us 
through metaphoric utterance because words do not have a fixed significance. The 
meaning they acquire in a certain expression is the result of  
interanimation in the particular event of the sentence they are used in. 
 
For example, Hadewijch shows to have had an original insight into the equivalence 
and mutuality of the partnership of a human being with God. In her Stanzaic Poems 
she expresses this original insight from the context of religion in the social 
context of chivalry and its codes. 
Religion is expressed in terms of chivalry, and this alters the configuration of 
the whole network of relations among the words in both contexts. 
 
In the Stanzaic Poems the total commitment of the human-divine partnership is 
expressed in terms of the utter dedication of the knight to the lady. In this 
procedure the individuality of the protagonists is veiled: their identity is 
generalized and they are not named by personal names. What matters most is how 
they act, what they do. Hadewijch's language is relational: it is focussed on 
the way the protagonists fashion their relationship.  
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In Hadewijch's Stanzaic Poems the utter dedication of the knight is hallowed. 
The total commitment of faith is transferred to an image from a public sphere of 
medieval society. Moreover, our conventional understanding of 'womanhood' and 
'manhood' is adjusted because Hadewijch awards the role of God's human partner 
to the male: the knight, while the male role in the God-human relationship was, 
and is, commonly taken by God.  
But Hadewijch images God as Lady Minne. But then, the role of the Lady Minne is 
far from the passive, submissive and powerless one thought to be proper for a 
woman in Hadewijch's days. In this way she realises a double shift: God is 
represented as a lady and this lady is neither passive, submissive nor powerless; 
the human partner is represented as a knight thus transferring the 
characteristics of such a man to the attitude of a human being in relation to 
God. 
 
Another example of Hadewijch's procedure is 'vassalage', the feudal arrangement 
of the relations among liege-lord and liege-men. Hadewijch avails herself of the 
range of meaning of this important aspect within the field of meaning of feudality 
to accentuate the intensity and inescapability of human-divine bonding. But at 
the same time she un-limits the horizon of vassalage by dislodging it from the 
context of this type of relationship within feudality: from liege-lord/vassal to 
Beloved/beloved in reciprocal partnership. 
By her use of the field of meaning 'feudality' to express the field of meaning 
'religion' Hadewijch metaphorically creates illumination of her actuality, and 
of the actuality of others. By thinking metaphorically she evokes an arrangement 
and unity of fundamental spheres of life that is both already there and must yet 
be realised. 
 
In her Stanzaic Poems Hadewijch makes us see with new eyes. She welds the 
different meanings of 'chivalry', 'feudality' and 'religion' into one distinct 
meaning, by extending the meaning of all of them by the meaning of the other. 
The twist in the fields of meaning involved which is caused by her metaphorical 
thinking, is a structural change in the network of relations of these fields. A 
structural change that is characterized by its epistemological function of 
unveiling new meaning. And this new meaning requires that other meanings and 
understandings be changed in its wake.   
 
Seen like this, meaning does not lie within the words of a sentence. It lives in 
the spaces of the interactive configuration of the relations among the words. As 
these spaces shift, meaning shifts with it. Therefore the particular set-up of 
relations among the words in metaphor is capable of opening new horizons of 
discernment. 
 
Metaphor is a process of perception rendered into language with the purpose of 
creating an alternative insight into reality. It is a form of narration that 
proposes a re-composition of our view of reality by suggesting an unusual 
combination of fields of meaning, triggered by the original perception. 
Metaphor makes a powerful contribution to mediating awareness towards discern-
ment, at the point where discernment must necessarily be joined to imagination 
in order to achieve live experience and insight. 
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Metaphor may be considered to be the cornerstone of insight because it is probably 
only in acts of metaphor that the tension between original insight and its 
interpretative expression is sufficiently sustained for something new to result. 
 
Thinking along these lines, it follows that God-Talk, or religion for that 
matter, can never be viewed as a repository of truths, because then significance 
would be considered as fixed inside words.  
Better by far to hold that God-Talk is a field of meaning; an expanse airy, 
dynamic and wide in which meaning may ebb and flow like Breath and be dappled 
like Light. 
 
It also follows that a focus on entities-in-themselves is not worthwhile. In the 
field of meaning of God-Talk it is much more to the point to concentrate 
on relations-among-entities. In this field of meaning metaphor is first a device 
of perception before it is a device of language. Expressing the texture of 
relations within this field in language follows perceiving them in mind. 
 
Metaphoric insight is a breath-taking event. It is experienced as given rather 
than achieved. Your conceptual horizons are exploded by it. A wide vista never 
before seen, opens up before you. As John Keats so wonderfully expressed it in 
his On first looking into Chapman's Homer, when you breathe its 'pure serene' 
for the first time, staring at it with 'a wild surmise', you are avidly set to 
exploring all of its implications. 
Such an event of metaphoric insight carries utter conviction.  
And the more so if it occurs in the all-encompassing field of meaning of religion. 
The event insists that what its metaphoric insight discloses is very truth. Such 
an event instills a sense of inevitability, of completion, perfection and beauty 
which can only satisfactorily be connected to the One who is both bedrock and 
well of being. 
To God. 
 
Theopoetry 
 
Like to God, Hadewijch is [poiètès]: maker, poet, creator.  
How Minne saturates her life comes to light most clearly in the way she employs 
language. Granting that language essentially falls short of its goal, mystics 
like Hadewijch remain well aware of the power of words. To Hadewijch language 
and words are of eminent importance. Her Beloved being the eternal Word itself, 
her language is rooted in and grows from the actuality of the Word of God. From 
the beloved Word Hadewijch's language derives its force and power; because of 
her relation with Him she is empowered to giving full scope to her being an 
author in self-assured poetry and prose. Like her attitude and way of life, her 
authorship too is a consequence of her fierheid, her fierceness, the proper pride 
and self-awareness she derives from her relationship with Minne.  
Trying to express this relationship in the old familiar vocabulary is no longer 
adequate, even widely off the mark.  
At the outset this renders her speechless. And yet she must express herself 
because it is impossible to contain her animation within the boundaries of a 
human body. From this point of view mimesis between author and written work is 
self-evident in mysticism. Because like all true mystics, Hadewijch feels 
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compelled to make her experience and insights accessible and tangible to other 
people.  
In her life she has met with a Reality she has to do justice to as best she can. 
Her works are the sediment of her mystical theology which, in its turn, is based 
on her experience. With her works Hadewijch wants to communicate her conviction, 
to translate her vision on the relation with God. Therefore it is necessary that 
she express her experience into words as fraught with meaning as is possible, 
even unto making her language burst at the seams. 
 
Employing her [poiètikè], her creative faculty, Hadewijch brings words to 
original and renewed meaning and in so doing she discloses dimensions of human 
existence that remained hidden before. She stimulates language, she strains it 
to the utmost. She kneads it to put it out of joint. Words are disengaged from 
the trodden path of their current meaning and placed in contexts that burst them 
open and turn them into 'disclosures', into phrases that draw our attention to 
'observables and more' and make us prefer truth to facts. In this 'odd language 
with its own logic', to quote I.T. Ramsey's famous expression, Hadewijch renders 
the fullness of her spirit.  
In newly meaningful language she aims at referring to the actuality she has been 
given part in, while throughout she remains painfully conscious of the invincible 
ineffability of her Thou. It is and remains inexpressible how Minne comes towards 
a human being as a partner equivalent in love, it cannot be understood and it is 
impossible to compare it with whatever can be thought of (SP 20:61-66), a 
transport not to be captured within created words. 
  
Hadewijch's God-Talk, her speaking of God-who-is-very-Love, is rooted in her 
experiences and thus true to life. To evoke her experiences for others she speaks 
in images: strong poetic imagery best recalls the elusiveness of God. She images 
God, because images are expressive to a higher and more encompassing degree than 
conceptual language; images can indicate more and are capable of striking more 
overtones and undertones at the same time. 
Neither does Hadewijch proceed to rationally analyse her images. She amplifies, 
clarifies and shades their meaning with an accumulation of other images and 
likenesses.  
Her God-Talk does not provide us with definitions and is not interested in 
systematization. Her God-Talk lives from the power of imagination to evoke God's 
Being as it was revealed to her, and renders the nature of their relations in 
many-layered imagery. From this perspective, the content of Hadewijch's God-Talk 
does not originate from sheer reflection. It unfolds from within into her works, 
in the act of creative writing. Hadewijch's theopoetry echoes the eternal 
creative act in a created spirit, her theopoetry is an epiphany of the creative 
Logos in a human mind. She exercises the birthright of a creature by being 
[poiètès], a maker in imitation of her own Maker. 
This makes Hadewijch a theologian in the most radical sense of the word. She 
does not just talk about God. In writing theopoetry she actively practises 
imitatio of God's creative power by composing new fields of meaning herself 
through the art of her language. In the creative language of Hadewijch's 
theopoetry, word and deed, writing and acting are as one. 
The creative word is an act of love. A love unleashed by awareness of the advent 
of Love into the world. 
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    A VIEW OF MYSTICISM AND SPIRITUALITY 
 
 
    The fundamental chord of Christian Life 
 
 
Mysticism and spirituality. 
 
The central factor in the network of faith of the Christian tradition is called 
spirituality/mysticism.  
This is the well of living water that quenches the thirst of faith in Jesus of 
Nazareth and his Good Tidings. 
Spirituality is vital to a live faith because it moves people to embody the 
intangible Presence in their everyday lives. Spirituality is the outwardly 
observable form taken by the inner animation. This application in daily life is 
not a ready to hand whole, going pack and parcel with transformation. It is a, 
sometimes laborious, process demanding the whole of life still to be lived. In 
the actions of daily life expression must be given to the Spirit within. The 
embodiment of the Spirit develops towards its true form during the intentional 
and, more or less, methodical proceeding of a life which lets itself be in-
formed by openness towards the other than itself. 
During mystical experience people become aware of a ravishing Presence. 
In keeping with their personality and depending on whether they have a religious 
background or not, they then start interpreting that awareness into meaningful 
experience by naming the as yet unqualified Presence. 
They give their awareness its proper name. 
 
This essay is written from the perspective of a believing Christian and from 
within the Christian tradition. In connection with this perspective I understand 
the terms mysticism and spirituality in the religious sense of the Christian 
tradition. As words that denote the mystery of keeping company with God, having 
intercourse with One you can not lay your hands on. 
A mystery indeed, but that does not turn this dynamic of the spirit into something 
cryptic or esoteric, as a commonplace misunderstanding would have it. 
Christian mysticism does not take kindly to hiddenness, rather does it strive 
after bringing to light all that is active in the depths of human beings to make 
it bear fruit within this world. Mysticism is the experience of an all 
encompassing Actuality both saturating and ascending beyond the world of 
phenomena wherein we live our daily lives. A mystic is a person who has lived 
through such (an) experience and whose life is moulded and directed by it. This 
transformation must needs become apparent in a more perfected life and a 
heightened sense of being connected with God and with everything God created. 
 
Spirituality and mysticism are a style of behaviour, a way of conducting 
relations with the Other, the others, the other and yourself. In such a way that 
it becomes clear to you which is the address spoken to you, which is the 
invitation you are given and where you are open minded and receptive to that 
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address. This emotive knowledge you then have to accept, internalise and express 
in your life. The manner of it changes with you in the course of it. 
 
Spirituality and mysticism refer to a existential experience and way of life in 
God's light. In that light you seek to give responsive reaction to the invitation 
you have accepted. 
Characteristic of Christian mysticism and spirituality, is that not your own 
self nor your own experiences count as the focus of life, but the Other/other 
instead. Christian spirituality and mysticism do not thrive on separateness but 
on relation, on communication with the Other/other. The introversion that has 
become associated with the term mysticism -derived as it is from Greek [muein]: 
closing the eyes/ears/lips- is not to be misunderstood as the kind of solipsism 
that sinks into its own self and remains caught within. Mystical introversion in 
the Christian sense is being assembled, collected, gathered and directed towards 
a certain goal. It is a drawing back in order the better to go forward later. 
Mystical introversion results in a sharper view on what is important in the 
world, a clear perspective on what matters in this world. Christian mysticism 
and spirituality make fit for action. They take the inner coherence of the first 
and second commandments utterly seriously. 
 
While spirituality inspires people to give concrete body to their response to 
the summons of God, mysticism is the condensation of spirituality, the focus 
where the spirit takes fire, the eye of the whirlwind where all is stillness. 
Put yet another way, mysticism is the theological dimension of spirituality: the 
dimension that speaks of the One giving herself to be known,  
of 'I-AM-THAT-I-AM' (Ex.3:14), of 'I-AM-WITH-YOU' (Mt.28:20),  
of 'Be of good cheer. IT-IS-I. Be not afraid' (Mc.6:50). 
As people take up the address and remain true to its urgency, they discover more 
and more that God is not limitlessly lonely, resting within herself and being 
enough unto herself. On the contrary, God is revealed as communicative and 
personal, an infinite power of Love that has no wish to contain itself. An 
outgoing power of Love, always actively minding creation. But ever without 
forcing or controlling over people's heads, in loyalty to creation's own 
identity.  
If the perception of this Nearness is authentic it becomes actual, the starting-
point of inspired life. Mysticism becomes the principle of spirituality during 
a life-long process in which people, kindled by the Spirit, simultaneously direct 
their egocentric and their outgoing motivations towards what ultimately concerns 
them. 
Mystical experience is an unconditional turn-around, a conversion urging to a 
life characterized by a process of ongoing transformation. The turn itself is 
wrought in a short moment but so deeply does it affect life that it kindles a 
lifelong force. 
Within the tension between 'already and not yet' people engage in becoming what 
they are and have yet to become: creatures after the image of God, loved into 
life by the One to develop towards God's likeness within the confines of the 
world. 
Loving knowledge of God as Creator and acceptance of your own creatureliness, 
makes clear to you that people cannot be the cause of themselves and that neither 
they are capable of determining and preserving themselves out of themselves 
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alone. Being a creature means that you are radically related, yours is an autonomy 
that cannot exist separately. Only in keeping with responsibility and involvement 
people are gifted to become a law unto themselves. 
 
In mystical experience people perceive a Presence, irreducible and immediate, 
unexplainable and unexpected. It is Nearness as a free gift, a bounty, grace 
freely given. In the awareness it is found that a loving Actuality comes up to 
them. What people can never achieve or accomplish of themselves, hits upon them, 
strikes them. It is literally thrown into their lap.  
Then they recognize that essentially they are already in God's image while at 
the same time it remains true that they are not yet after God's likeness. 
Neutralizing either of these two poles results in derailment of life and of 
thought. 
The tension between the poles must be sustained during a lifetime of unflagging 
desire. Central and essential in mysticism and spirituality remains its 
perspective: the awareness that the urge and intentional inspiration of the 
divine power of Love remains at work in people unremittingly. 
 
Hadewijch's rendering of her way of keeping company with God   
 
Mystical experience is a whole of several elements. It goes without saying that 
discerning all those elements can only be a distinction for the sake of argument: 
within experience itself all these elements are intertwined. 
 
Mystical experience occurs as an experience of breakthrough. In her 11th Letter 
Hadewijch puts it like this: ...from my 10th year onward I have been caught so 
closely in heart-felt love that it would have been the death of me within the 
first two years after its beginning, had not God given me a strength more 
exceptional than the strength of common folk and had not he healed my nature 
again with his being... 
This was a whole-hearted conversion in which Hadewijch experienced that God 
healed and remade her nature with his own Being of Minne. A recreation continuing 
every moment thereafter (SP 7:25-28) and rousing Hadewijch to a life after the 
likeness of Minne. She applies herself to giving herself to Minne completely (SP 
3:66; 6:9-10). 
Hadewijch makes mention of periods of time when she, as far as such is humanly 
possible, succeeds in living Minne existentially. During such times nothing can 
confuse her, the very firmament is at her mercy (SP 12:66-70; see also:  
SP 34:41-48). However, this euphoria of completeness in Minne cannot last. The 
human condition of the lover prevents it. The seasons of Minne alternate and 
thus ripeness is followed by aridity, fullness by dying away of the experience 
of Minne's nearness (SP 16:41-50). To the experience of the human lover Minne 
seems to draw herself off (SP 6:53) and because the lover has to face existence 
without feeling the Presence of Minne (SP 17:49-54) s/he argues that Minne cannot 
but have left her; Minne being fulness of love and s/he being only a small and 
created particle (SP 27:33-37). The nearness of Minne and her offering of herself 
become a remembrance, however vividly and longingly recollected. Thinking of 
Minne becomes a grievous joy. The lover feels s/he has to cope with her 
wintertime, with the darkness of her night all by herself. The 17th and the 44th 
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of the Stanzaic Poems are integral and moving examples of Hadewijch's sorrow and 
desperation in such circumstances. 
 
Minne comes to stay, for better and for worse. In the twinkling of an eye all 
defences people have set up around themselves are razed to the ground and the 
Other invades (SP 13:65-68; 16:37). Unexpectedly and immediately: without 
mediation of whatever that is not God, people perceive the peerless Other. 
'Absorbed, demolished, engulfed, overwhelmed, ravished' are some of the words 
mystics use when this happens to them. It is notable that all these words are 
words of ferocity; such vehement terms appear to be the most apt when people try 
to speak of the inexpressible that topples their everyday consciousness and 
existence. From the rich store of English literature, the fourteenth of John 
Donne's Holy Sonnets is a poignant example of a comparable experience:  
'Batter my heart, three-personed God; for you 
As yet but knock, breathe, shine, and seek to mend; 
That I may rise, and stand, o'erthrow me, and bend 
Your force, to break, blow, burn, and make me new. 
I, like a usurp'd town, to another due, 
Labour to admit you, bur Oh, to no end; 
Reason, your viceroy in me, me should defend, 
But is captiv'd, and proves weak or untrue. 
Yet dearly I love you, and would be loved fain, 
But am betroth'd unto your enemy: 
Divorce me, untie, or break that knot again, 
Take me to you, imprison me, for I 
Except you enthrall me, never shall be free, 
Nor ever chaste, except you ravish me.'   
The Presence itself, however, cannot be put into words. And Hadewijch is careful 
never to try that anyway. 
The living Presence can only be inferred from the way the mystic lives, guided 
by it (SP 27:71). By partaking of the depths of Being the mystic's world is 
renewed. In the course of a protracted and most dynamic process of transformation 
the original self of the lover is restored (SP 16:98-99; 22:15-18). The lover 
would dearly like to have all of Minne at once and forever but mind interferes 
and points out the impossibility of that wish (SP 30:55-60). The lover has to 
resign herself to her own possibilities, she has to make shift with the tools 
that have come to her hand (SP 15:52). Before being united to Minne completely 
the lover must needs be schooled in letting go of her old self: self-centredness 
and egotism must be burnt out in Minne, until the old self will have been refined 
(SP 16:76; 24:48; 26:12). Hadewijch must learn to keep her passionate impatience 
to that end in check, because only gradually does she develop towards renewed 
humanity and personhood (SP 7:49-60). 
In her Stanzaic Poems Hadewijch describes her search for Minne employing the 
metaphor of the quest of a knight errant (see e.g. the 21st of the Stanzaic 
Poems), a quest which, in her 35th Stanzaic Poem, she qualifies explicitly by 
the Exodus-experience of Israël (SP 35:133-138). 
But however earnestly the lover tries, however sincerely s/he follows Minne, 
s/he knows Minne cannot be compelled to make herself felt (SP 3:41-45). Still, 
even in the face of that insight Hadewijch remains sure of Minne (SP 9:57; 
15:82-83). Her trust in Minne is, if anything, complete. 
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In human experience the Presence makes itself felt in a positive but also in a 
negative way. Especially in the Stanzaic Poems Hadewijch puts this ambivalence 
of human experience into strong terms. As Hadewijch grows into an ever more 
experienced lover, she comes to see ever more clearly that the way Minne is 
experienced at a certain moment, or during a certain phase, cannot be allowed to 
determine the way people are bent on Minne. Wherever the precariousness of human 
experience is permitted to mar determination, there the lover is still fettered 
by her old self-seeking self, which bars her road towards Minne and obstructs 
her view. But wherever the lover is not distracted by the fits and starts of her 
experience of prosperity or adversity in Minne, there it will become ever more 
evident to her that even if she does experience absence, Minne is forever Presence 
(SP 16:61-63). 
 
Mystical experience may occur only once in a life-time, though this is not the 
case with Hadewijch. When it is an authentic experience, however, it will not be 
a detached one, not a loose end, not a moraine deposited in the landscape of the 
soul and just lying there. 
Every mystical experience is entwined into the life of a concrete person and 
generates un unending dynamic process which, to the mind of Hadewijch, consists 
of three aspects, three phases that continually alternate and intertwine. In the 
way Hadewijch expresses these three phases her love of and familiarity with 
Scripture become apparent, as both her text and the notes to it will show. She 
has fashioned the three phases mentioned above, into the figures of biblical 
persons she found exemplary of the way her own partnership to God took shape. 
In the girl-friend of Canticles, the Jacob who has to wrestle with an unknown 
man and the resoluteness and sorrow of Job, Hadewijch has found models of her 
own way of keeping company with God. Her works show that to Hadewijch these three 
biblical figures are so many manifestations of her love-relationship, revealing 
circumstances she herself has to live through again and again. 
 
The initial breakthrough of Nearness triggers a vehement amorousness during which 
lovers do not feel their efforts to be toil. On this aspect Hadewijch has 
conferred the form of the beloved girl-friend; she decks herself out in the 
persona of the girl-friend of Canticles. Hadewijch dares identify with the girl-
friend because of the self-awareness and insight into her own worth which has 
been caused in her by her assenting to Minne. Encouraged by Canticles she lives 
out to the full the Eros flaming in her, in the way Canticles have taught her: 
frankly and eye to eye. 
The main theme of Canticles is the love-relationship between equivalent partners. 
Hadewijch has taken this essence of Canticles to heart (SP 20:60-62). That is 
why she does not feel the need to quote Canticles in an extensive way to argue 
the manner of her experiencing her relationship.  
Canticles 2:16: Dilectus meus mihi et ego illi/My beloved is mine and I am his 
and 6:2 Ego dilecto meo et dilectus meus mihi/ I am my beloved's and my beloved 
is mine suffice. These two are the quotations of Scripture that occur most 
frequently in Hadewijch's works. Up to seven times in her Stanzaic Poems alone. 
As if to indicate that even mentioning one of the partners before the other might 
detract from the symmetry of their relationship, these two verses vary the 
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lovers' sequence. Obviously, Hadewijch is of the same mind and shows it by 
quoting 2:16 and 6:2 alternately (see e.g. SP 34:47 and 38:44). 
The partners of Canticles, regarded as paradigm of her relationship to Minne by 
Hadewijch, bear each other tender passion and joyous respect. Both are shown to 
advantage. Still, our culture being of the androcentric persuasion to this day, 
especially the conduct and attitude of the girl-friend are commonly considered 
striking. She is an assertive girl and although the boy sometimes approaches 
her, most of the time it is she taking the initiative towards their meetings. 
The girl-friend thus following her own course, has undoubtedly inspired 
Hadewijch's own attitude towards Minne. Like the girl-friend she shows herself 
bold and candid and unwilling to play a timorous waiting-game. Moreover, she 
exhorts all other lovers to act exactly so because excercising the ability to go 
out towards the Other/other is nothing less than practising the image we are 
made in (Gen.1:27). 
Joyous delight in love as it is sung in Canticles is not a hard and fast 
possession. Being united with Minne is not delectable union continually. 
Canticles itself already alludes to this. The relationship exists inviolably but 
not immutably. Time and again joy has to be achieved by getting the better of 
adversity. The lover has to stand up to wretchedness because sometimes the 
Beloved is terribilis ut castrorum acies ordinata/ terrible as an army drawn up 
in battle-array (Cant.6:3). 
 
The Presence incites to serving Minne, to application. Hadewijch finds that her 
serving Minne can be joyful and utterly fulfilling but also laborious and arid 
drudgery. But even if the storm of love has died down, Hadewijch has to carry 
on, be it without the experiece of joy and satisfaction: loving turns into forced 
labour and Minne has to be fought in single combat. Hadewijch images this 
experiece with Jacob's fight as related in Genesis 32. 
The craving after love is not continually fulfilled in joy, or along the lines 
of the longing of the lover.  
Minne has many faces and some of them are irrecognizable at first sight. 
 
Enjoyment of Minne is not to be taken for a constant experience but for a phase, 
a particular stretch of the road towards Minne. Hadewijch knows from past 
experience that again and again she will be called upon to let go of whatever 
Minne has granted her. Yet even so, when she feels her delectation slipping 
through her fingers, ever anew she becomes unable to see her road through der 
minnen lant for the darkness of gloom that veils her sight. Whether she likes it 
or not, she is thrown back on her own resources only and in her anguish she ever 
thinks that now there will be no more remedy for her being abandoned. When once 
more she has to face that she must exceed all her bounds in Minne, the boundary 
she has to cross within herself to do just that, always looms ahead as a barrier 
insurmountable. And she is threatened by being overwhelmed by her awareness of 
her falling short. 
 
But then Minne squarely confronts her and challenges Hadewijch to measure herself 
with Her. By wanting to enter into a fight with Hadewijch, Minne confirms their 
mutual equivalence inside their relationship. To Hadewijch's contemporaries, 
versed as they were in the code of honour of knighthood, this implication was 
immediately clear. A verai parfit knight, to put it in Geoffrey Chaucer's words, 
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would not dream of challenging anyone not of equal rank with himself. In her 
willingness to a joust, Minne makes clear she considers Hadewijch her peer. 
Minne's challenge rouses in Hadewijch the fierceness of her proper pride (see 
also: SP 21:68-72). 
Whoever enters into combat with Minne -and Hadewijch exhorts every lover to dare 
just that- does not come out of it unchanged and undamaged. Every lover is 
forever branded Minne's own. In SP 28:43 for instance, Hadewijch directly refers 
to the story of Genesis 32 where Jacob has to wrestle with an unknown man. This 
very story of the Unnameable and a human being fighting face to face, Hadewijch 
selected as root-metaphor for contention with Minne. Every lover has to summon 
super-human courage and venture upon fighting Minne (SP 4:37-42). Only those 
going at Minne in a storm of love are heroes in the true sense of the word (SP 
26:86-87). Like Jacob who meets God face to Face, lovers must needs leave all 
fear behind to go toward God with a heart focussed, fierce and free (SP 20:13). 
Only then trust will have conquered fear in their relationship and they will 
become Jacob as well.  
After the lover has conquered Minne in such a manner as to be conquered herself 
by Minne; and after having received Minne's benediction in token of it, the lover 
has to proceed helping all those not yet completely conquered by Minne. Such 
lovers still have, so to speak, the use of both their legs. They are not crippled 
like those that have become Jacob: Jacob was left with a hurt after his wrestling. 
Forever he halted upon his thigh. 
The victory of a lover over Minne is possible only in the guise of the Jacob's 
victory described above: refusing to give way until the Opponent Herself begs to 
have an end to the fight and gives her benediction. Minne cannot resist the 
lover's remaining steadfast and gives Herself (SP 19:52-53). 
Both partners are losers in their fight because victory for the one entails 
defeat for the other. But for both defeat means: being conquered by love. That 
is why both of them are rather victors. Because in defeat they gain what they 
desire above all else: the Other's/other's love. 
 
The craft of love-service may turn into an unbearable burden when it seems that 
Minne is nowhere to be found anymore (SP 35:33). 
At times it grows impossible to feel, experience or know her. Then the lover 
finds herself in a dark and forbidding gloom empty of comfort. The torments of 
icy winter, of a wild wasteland, fly at her. Such temptations can cause fear and 
despair to gain the upper hand. Stanzaic Poems 17 and 44 are outstanding imagings 
of this situation. Hadewijch decribes the lover as being torn apart by Minne 
uncomprehending and unable to take refuge anywhere. 
Yet even when she is left thus empty-handed, Hadewijch keeps holding on to Minne. 
By speaking and acting like a medieval Job she will not refrain her mouth from 
complaining in the bitterness of her soul. 
Hadewijch must have recognized a kindred spirit in the Book of Job. Her fierce 
and fiery personality could easily relate to the adamant and rebellious attitude 
Job takes toward the One. Like Job, Hadewijch blazes out at God in no uncertain 
language (SP 21:50-53) 
Where Minne's Presence turns into its opposite and Minne shows herself as Pain 
and Absence, there the echo of the lamentations of Job resounds in the abyss 
opening before Hadewijch's feet (SP 7:43-44). 
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Looking back on the days when Minne came to her in transports of rapture, 
Hadewijch knows she resembles the hazel (SP 17:49-54). 
In many of her Stanzaic Poems Hadewijch gives vent to feelings of a despairing 
misery seemingly without remedy, afflicting her life. But even when Minne is 
nowhere to be perceived, Hadewijch does not draw in her horns. Doggedly she keeps 
up her service to Minne. Persistently she keeps open toward Minne. Tenaciously 
she keeps calling upon Minne that S/he dissolve the darkness she finds herself 
immersed in (SP 19:43-46). 
The joy of being united to Minne; the feeling of her own worth strenghtened by 
her self-conquest towards Minne, these are aspects of the fierce being in love's 
ground (SP 24:90) Hadewijch has recognized in the beloved Girl-friend and Jacob; 
but in the figure of Job she could identify with a person confronted with the 
experience of the impenetrable dark side of the Other. 
Feeling Minne to be absent drives Hadewijch to the kind of desperation also 
voiced by Job (e.g. Job 3/10:1). When she must needs bear an overplus of this 
despair, exclamations like: I often rue that I must live (SP 23:93) are forced 
from her. But unbending in her fierce disposition (SP 13:66), she will not do 
otherwise than cling to Minne (SP 32:5) because: 
SP 28: 59 I am indeed convinced of this 
       60 And nevermore will I go back upon it. 
She no longer clamours after the why's and wherefore's but focusses all the 
attention she can muster on Minne, without minding if what she feels, feels 
comfortable. Like Job, she is so utterly certain that the relationship with Minne 
can never be broken that she is prepared to waive enjoying Minne for Minne's 
sake (SP 43:92-94). 
For the sake of Minne Hadewijch is willing to consent to braving the severest 
death (SP 28:15) because dying to self-centredness is living towards Minne. Here 
the expansive force of paradox is stretched to the utmost: 
SP 43: 95 To die for love is living to the full. 
 
In the course of a life of consorting with Minne, Hadewijch comes to see that 
her human experience of Minne does not run concurrently with Minne's Presence. 
Minne is not merged with nor submerged in what Hadewijch experiences of Her. Her 
distress too has its true place within Minne. The one thing of importance is 
that Minne should be done justice to in sweet and cruel, joy and sorrow      (SP 
5:5-6). 
 
In the 14th Showing Hadewijch has recorded the answer of her Beloved to all her 
entreaties and lamentations, to her indomitable and undaunted fighting-spirit, 
to her all-in-all surrender: 
Showing 14: 210 ...and to me spoke a voice of great  
            211 thunder 
            212 and it said to me 
            213 Strongest of all fighters, you that have con- 
            214 quered all and have disclosed the enclosed 
            215 wholeness which never before was opened by  
            216 any creature that did not know in labouring and 
            217 anxious love how I am God and human both; 
            218 but you, brave one, are so bold that you know nothing  
            219 of yielding and therefore you are named bravest 
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            220 and so it is meet that you know Me 
            221 utterly 
Hadewijch has proved true to her name of fighting-fit fighter (the Germanic name 
Hadewijch consists of two roots: [hadu] and [wich], both meaning  
fighter). And like Job, she has spoken of God the thing which is right  
(Job 42:8). 
 
Her fierce courage makes Hadewijch fit for living the ultimate expression of 
trust in Minne: not measuring Minne by her own reactions and vaccillations but 
daring her fearlessly in her inviolable greatness. Because Minne herself lovingly 
lives toward Hadewijch. 
Hadewijch does not allow herself to be kept back by timorousness, by her 
consciousness of being but a faint-hearted human being. Only steadfast trust in 
Minne who is God and joins God with human beings, can do justice both to the 
personhood of humanity and to the godhead of God. 
Steadfastly and faithfully loving Minne makes people capable of sustaining the 
whole of Minne's Actuality. Anything less cannot and may not satisfy them (SP 
42:48). 
 
From the relationship to Minne Hadewijch received a devastating insight: 
'I saw God as God and humanity as human. And then I did not wonder that God was 
God and humanity human. And then I saw God as human and humanity as godlike. And 
then I did not wonder that humanity was joined to God in radiant glory.' (Letter 
28). 
Every human being is and remains an individual person to be distinguished from 
God, nevertheless each and every one is charged with God, every human being is 
een wech vanden dore vaerne gods: God's thoroughfare (Letter 18). People who can 
sum up the courage to accept this nobility of the human person are then quickened 
by Minne. In whatever circumstances they abide by their partnership. Then they 
have arrived at the knowledge of God that Scripture dwells on (SP 2:37-45). You 
cannot enter into a one-sided compact with God. 
 
Only in confirming that all-exceeding and all-encompassing Minne is hers, does 
Hadewijch become 'amica mea' (Cant.1:14 etc.). Only in fearlessly entering upon 
the fight with Minne, unwilling to even seek security in the fake modesty that 
scurries to escape single combat with Minne, does Hadewijch prove true to her 
name as Jacob did. Inspired and encouraged by the Book of Job Hadewijch has found 
a way of living with the experience of desolation and grief. In vehement outbursts 
she unremittingly takes Minne to task and never leaves off indicting her; and 
because of that storm of feeling, desperation is barred from destroying her bond 
with Minne. 
At the same time, with this course of action she impresses upon her companions 
that even in the deepest sorrow of feeling God absent, God can be encountered. 
By living from Minne towards Minne it gradually dawned upon the audacious spirit 
of Hadewijch that perfection is never the end of striving, nor peace the end of 
adventuring. Both are beginnings, and quicken some inconceivable fierceness of 
ardour that draws the faculties beyond their utmost and stretches the longings 
of the heart beyond the last limitation of mind. 
Minne acknowledges no limitations, only eternity and infinity. Momentary human 
awareness does not begin to do justice to Minne's Presence. 
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Tripping and stumbling along the way Hadewijch has learnt to remain open towards 
Minne. In delight, in strife and in desperation she manages to keep unity intact. 
Hadewijch has become her authentic self: a being re-acting to Minne. In strength 
of that she can draw from the well of living water for others too and encourage 
them to drink. 
'...Ay, you help us with pure and unified love so that our Beloved may be loved. 
In short this above all I would want from you: righteous love towards god. This 
I urge and beg of you to give to god so that you fulfil where we fall short. God 
be with you. Hasten towards Minne' (Letter 12).  
 
The three aspects of life towards Minne circumscribed in these last pages, are 
not isolated. Continually they alternate and mingle. They constitute the cyclic 
character of mystical life and spirally propel a life of love toward Love. 
 
Hadewijch of Antwerp. A Woman Unknown. 
 
Should the preceding pages have given rise to the idea that the authoress of the 
Stanzaic Poems is a well-known individual from Dutch literary history, then a 
disappointment must needs follow now. 
To this day no historical sources have been found that could give us any empirical 
information on the author of the Stanzaic Poems. She remains 'woman unknown' to 
both friends and adversaries, as the guiding angel in the 4th Vision tells her.   
 
Over a hundred women that were called 'Hadewijch' have been detected so far in 
sources from the 13th and 14th century. But among them there is not a single one 
to be identified as the Hadewijch with any measure of certainty. Not even in the 
numerous Vitae that admiring clerks wrote about saintly women in those days is 
a shred of information to be found. 
Therefore we do not know where and when she was born, who her parents were, which 
was her social position, where she was educated, where she lived and where and 
when she died.  
Hadewijch can only be met inside her works. And these have been handed down to 
us in a number of manuscripts. These manuscripts, however, are not in her own 
handwriting. A remark of hers in the List of Perfect Lovers, an appendix to the 
14th Showing, makes clear that she did not write on durable vellum but on small 
wax-coated boards. The manuscripts that have been preserved, were written in the 
second half of the 14th and in the 15th century. The most recent, and incomplete, 
manuscript must have been transcribed around 1510.  
With the Reformation soon following that year, both Hadewijch's influence and 
remembrance of her were lost. Only since 1838, when a manuscript with her works 
was recovered in the Royal Library of Brussels, has knowledge of Hadewijch's 
works slowly returned to the Dutch-speaking world. 
 
These works consist of 14 Showings, followed by a List of Perfect Lovers. The 
Showings are imagings of the way it was given Hadewijch to know God, imaginations 
of her personal history of salvation. And of the ways and means she found to 
embody God's advent in her life.  
Next there are 31 Letters in prose and 16 Letters written in rhyming couplets. 
In these letters Hadewijch proves a spiritual director both passionate and 
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prudent, well versed in contemporary spiritual theology and keenly aware of the 
traps and pitfalls of the mystical way of life.  
Finally we have the 45 Stanzaic Poems this volume is devoted to. These Poems are 
lyrical songs of love, of 'minne' in Middle-Dutch, and of love-longing. Their 
length varies considerably. In these Poems Hadewijch avails herself of the 
register of courtly poetry to sing her mystical life of minne but she breaks 
this courtly register from the inside to make it express a view of love in the 
vein of the age-old tradition of women's songs which, for Christianity, finds 
its culmination in the Song of Songs from Scripture.  
 
From the course of the text of the List of Perfect Lovers researchers have 
deduced that Hadewijch probably recorded her Visions between 1240 and 1244 
because she refers to historical events that occurred during those years. 
However, this does not give us much more than the probability of her having been 
alive in that period.  
Other researchers have argued that by her handling of language, for instance by 
the way she makes words rhyme, she shows she was from the southern part of the 
dukedom of Brabant. This argument is supported by the fact that, initially anyway 
and as far as it is known now, reproduction and propagation of her works took 
place in Brabant. Moreover, a statement written in a 15th century hand was pasted 
inside the front cover of one of the manuscripts containing her works, saying 
that Beate Hadewige de Antverpia was the author of the works following. 
 
Judging by her works, Hadewijch cannot have led a curtailed and secluded life. 
She maintained relationships by correspondence, inside and far outside Brabant. 
She mentions people she knows from England, Paris, Saxony, Thuringia and even 
Jerusalem. Besides these faraway contacts Hadewijch had a circle of friends that 
played a role of eminent importance in her life. These friends were women who 
were very dear to her. Hadewijch must have written her various works first of 
all to lead her friends along the way of minne. But also to keep them informed 
of the course taken by her own life of minne. The title meestersse/mistress, 
given to her by the angel of the Thrones in Vision 1, indicates that she was the 
spiritual director of a group of religious women. 
  
During the first decades of the 13th century there were many women desiring to 
live a religious life but unwilling or unable to enter into a convent. These 
women were not yet as strictly organized as was going to be the case later on. 
The hortus conclusus: the enclosed garden of the beguinage did not yet exist and 
most of these women lived together in small groups around a church or in the 
neighbourhood of the chapel of a monastery or hospital, where they could attend 
the services. At the outset the religious women remained living in the midst of 
society, and contributed to the improvement of society by tending to the sick 
and, later on, also by supplying manual labour like spinning and weaving. Thus 
they were able to provide for themselves.   
 
Hadewijch must have been a very educated woman. She had such command of her 
mother-tongue Diets that she proved capable of forging this Middle-Dutch into an 
instrument fitted to express emotions and thoughts it had never expressed before. 
Hadewijch was familiar with French also. Her poems show how well abreast she was 
of the vernacular poetry written in the regions now called France. She became so 
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conversant with the terms, the imagery and the forms of popular French lyrical 
poetry that she succeeded in twisting the philosophy contained in it into a 
direction of meaning she felt to be desirable. She keeps to the register of this 
form of lyrical poetry, and thus she shows her technical mastery over the genre. 
But by means of the register of the troubadours and trouvères Hadewijch renders 
her own experience and conviction. Hadewijch had also acquired Latin. This shows 
in her Stanzaic Poems when she uses Latin verses (SP 1 and 45) and puns (e.g. SP 
2:63). 
But most of all it becomes clear from the fact that she was very well aware of 
the contents of the writings of 12th century spiritual writers from Northern-
France, who wrote in Latin, and because she read and studied Scripture with her 
companions, as she mentions in her 24th Letter. This studying must have been 
done from the Latin rendering of the Bible called Vulgate because up to the 14th 
century no Dutch translation of the Bible was available. Moreover, as the notes 
to the Stanzaic Poems indicate, her knowledge of Scripture must have been so 
exhaustive and intimate that its language became her own. 
 
In her works Hadewijch shows to be a spiritual director deeply commited to her 
companions' development in minne. Hadewijch did not choose to live in an ivory 
tower; she would not reject her fellow creatures to be alone with the Beloved. 
She has need of her friends. She needs their sympathy to grow herself in the 
service of minne to which she so tirelessly urges her friends. All that happened 
to herself, on every level, Hadewijch wanted to share with her friends. That is 
why she composes for them from the various perspectives of the lyrical Stanzaic 
Poems, the extatic Showings, the mature and guiding Letters. 
Obviously Hadewijch's spiritual guidance did not only show the level-headedness, 
discretion and prudence exuding from her Letters. The ardent passion of her 
personality flames out of her Stanzaic Poems and makes understandable why she 
could hardly mince her words and would not brook that people declined striving 
after Minne with the same radical recklessness she herself displayed (Vision 
11:208-211). In her vehemence she must frequently have made higher demands than 
her adherents could or would fulfil. More than once she was cast off by her group 
of companions, as she herself relates in her Letters. She confesses that nothing 
has hurt her as deeply as love of her fellow human beings, except minne herself 
(Vision 11:231-232). 
 
 
    played in a particular and personal key 
 
 
Minne. The One and Only Theme of Hadewijch's Works. 
 
Minne occurs on each and every page of Hadewijch's writings. De minne es al is 
the concluding sentence of her 25th Letter and with it all of her theme is 
covered.  
This core of her inspiration can also be rendered into two biblical imaginations: 
God is love and love is of God (I John 4) and people are created in God's image 
and towards God's likeness (Genesis 1:27). These two biblical images summarize 
both Hadewijch's image of God and her image of humanity in their inner coherence. 
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God exceeds all categories of grammar and gender, of 'male' and 'female'. Words 
people are forced to use when speaking of God are the more apt in the measure 
they are better able to point beyond themselves toward the mystery of a Presence 
people cannot appropriate. The Presence comes towards people and gives itself to 
them freely and copiously. Naming God to try and communicate this overwhelming 
gift, is a powerful and awe-inspiring human act which people can accomplish 
because they are cast in God's form: created out of God towards God.  
 
Intrinsically Hadewijch adhered to the Johannine vision that recognises God in 
loving relationality first and foremost.  
Hadewijch's choosing the Middle-Dutch word Minne to render this vision could not 
have been a happier choice. Minne is a very lithe word, so spacious that it can 
accomodate several layers of meaning at the same time. Minne can take the form 
of a noun as well as of a verb and lends itself admirably to powerful functioning 
in multi-layered expressions. Hadewijch delights in making simultaneous use of 
the many senses Minne can express. 
Minne/minnen is the word occurring oftenest in Hadewijch's works. With the 
unerring sense of direction of ardent longing Hadewijch named the living heart 
of both divine and human reality Minne; without defining, however, what Minne in 
herself might be. Hadewijch does not want to limit or tie down, she wishes to 
accentuate and draw attention to the fact that Minne is utterly open and many-
sided. 
In Hadewijch's texts Minne signifies firstly the Godhead as such (SP 20:25-26; 
20:55-60); regularly God-as-minne is identified with the Christ and his work of 
salvation (SP 2:39-40/44-45; 8:12; 25:19-20; 29:41-43); Minne is also the deepest 
name people bear (SP 6:1-12); furthermore Hadewijch uses Minne in naming the 
relationship between God and human being(s) (SP 30:67-72). This relationship 
lives inside her in such a powerful manner; it is such a vehement and inescapable 
reality to her, that -so to speak- it materializes in independent form. In the 
figure of Lady Minne, Minne personifies the third in the convenant between God 
and Hadewijch. By imaging Minne as an independent person between God and human 
being, a trinity of love arises, a trinity not equal but equivalent in love.  
Wherever Hadewijch uses the verb minnen she refers to the quality of divine and 
human activity striving to realize Minne (SP 6:1-12). The myriad possibilities 
of the noun/verb Minne(n), facilitated by the Middle-Dutch rules of inflection, 
afford Hadewijch the opportunity to express several of the above mentioned 
meanings at the same time. This gives her utterances a very dynamic character. 
 
In the second of her Visions Hadewijch writes that for several years she was 
preoccupied by the question: What is Minne and who is Minne? (l.25). The answer 
she eventually received to this question she decribes in her third Vision. To 
her question 'who is love?' she receives the answer 'you shall enjoy fruition of 
who I am as love' and to her question 'what is love' she receives the answer 
'and you shall not live less than that what I am as love'. 
These answers are not speculative; they do not concern themselves with the inner 
structure of the Godhead in itself. The answers are relational and indicate in 
what way God gives herself to be known, in what way God will be present in human 
life. These answers circumscribe the manner in which God appears to Hadewijch in 
her relationship with Minne. Hadewijch must realize, make actual the answers she 
receives in the history of her existence in order to attain to the knowledge of 
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what it means to enjoy fruition of Minne and to live what Minne is. In the 
Stanzaic Poems Hadewijch intensifies her living towards Minne by imaging it in 
terms of the chivalric service of love. 
 
Hadewijch's companions and adversaries. 
 
In the spiritual autobiography Hadewijch has left us in the form of her works, 
the circle of her adherents plays a role of eminent importance. Hadewijch is not 
an author in the more modern sense of the word, an author disclosing the most 
intimate passions of her soul in the most individual expression of the most 
individual emotion. Even if such an extreme view on originality and individualism 
were adequate concerning authors of the 19th and 20th centuries, with respect to 
medieval authors it is widely off the mark. Medieval authors kept to fixed forms 
and patterns and by varying on those pre-fixed forms they tried to get across 
what seemed important to them. This goes for Hadewijch too. 
The point was to manage those forms and patterns in such a way as to make them 
speak your own heart. The register of courtly poetry Hadewijch makes use of in 
her Stanzaic Poems, afforded her an excellent chance to express forms and aspects 
of her life toward minne that she could not communicate with the same intensity 
and urge in her other works. Hadewijch's works presuppose a circle of kindred 
spirits. It is for this company she composed her works. 
In the third verse of her first Stanzaic Poem already Hadewijch addresses the 
company she is a member of. The I and you and the us/we of her works find each 
other in common ardour of striving after minne, together they endure allende, 
the misery of feeling banished, alienated from minne. Never does Hadewijch 
describe her companions separate from herself. In unity with them Hadewijch 
speaks of human falling short. Hadewijch does not think herself the better lover; 
she knows that all of them are liable to fall into the same snares of lingering 
in self-absorbed transports of minne; being content with manageable satisfaction 
and comforts easily achieved; the shallowness cropping up time and again.  
Such temptations have overpowered the vremden, the aliens to minne, who feel 
threatened by the radical love Hadewijch lives. Hadewijch and the aliens do not 
handle each other delicately. Hadewijch's works show how adamantly she turns on 
these sluggish hearts and shallow spirits (SP 32:65), these clod-hoppers taking 
fright at minne's fascination and tremendousness and shrinking from her. They 
are wiseacres that press for caution and so betray they do not begin to understand 
the first thing about minne. Even if they seem to lead a very religious life in 
the eyes of the world, they are nothing but a self-preserving pack of caitiffs 
apprehensive of minne's demands. In the coldness of their hearts they timourously 
try and shirk minne's demanding invitation by putting all emphasis on the 
nederheit, the baseness, of humanity (Letter 18). With such cruel and false 
reasoning, the aliens cause Hadewijch deep tribulation. She feels the more 
desolate because of their attacks because the 'alien' element in and outside her 
company is troubling the inner selves of Hadewijch and her friends too. But that 
anyone doubts is a great loss (S.P.15:82) and not only undermines their giving 
their minds to minne but turns them into villagers, vagrants (SP 9:25-30) and 
wantons (S.P.9:81).  
Yet, in the sermons Hadewijch hears her baseness has been so strongly stressed 
(Vision 1:526-527) that it can prey on her firm faith in her being worthy of 
Minne. Her vehement lashing out at the aliens demonstrates that she must have 
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known the temptation of being alien to Minne from the inside. The aliens embody 
a possible attitude towards Minne that, at times, comes frighteningly near to 
Hadewijch's own experience. 
But the true lover has a fierce heart never timid (SP 21:36), a fierce heart 
always on quest after minne's ground (SP 43:85) while remaining alive to the 
insight that minne has no ground at all (SP 43:86). But this insight does not 
quench the fire of her longing. On the contrary. 
 
Inside the experience of being united, the lover always knows the beloved as the 
other too. This keeps her concious of the fact that any fulfilment she may 
experience in love, does not mark a point of termination or allow her to 
incorporate the other as a secure possession. Minne remains always different and 
always more than she can partake of in her experience.  
Every fulfilment is a partial fulfilment, a phase on the road towards Minne. 
Moments of fulfilment come the lover's way to urge her on. The enjoying of a 
partial experience should not satisfy the lover to the extent that she would 
want to revel in it continually (SP 13:49-56/21:13-14). Minne forever goes beyond 
any form of fulfilment she gives. 
Establishing herself in a part of Minne, in a momentary feeling, makes the lover 
inaccessible to further growth. No one can ever possess Minne to the full. 
At every point of fulfilment and enjoyment Minne calls upon her beloved not to 
come to a standstill there but to dare and let go of it and claim the fulness of 
Minne as her due (SP 36:92-99). Knowing that Minne's measure is measureless, 
experiencing that Minne is never quenched nor exhausted; exactly that kindles 
the lover with untiring, self-exceeding love in return. Hadewijch does not take 
a passive or diffident attitude toward Minne. She does not only want to receive, 
she wishes to be a giver herself. Within the relationship she longs to be 
equivalent to Minne (SP 21:71-72). 
In her own ardent desire Hadewijch has a surmise of the Desire that comes towards 
her. A Desire she names in the words of Canticles:  
I for you, Beloved, and you for me.  
This she never could bring about herself, but it is creatively effected in her 
by Love uncreated: such a worthiness of love that Creator and creature can and 
will enter into a love-relationship with one another. 
In the first Vision the Beloved tells Hadewijch to keep in mind that she is yet 
human. Her human existence she needs to take upon herself and there reach out 
towards her fellow creatures in charity.  
Minne-out-of-God has been given concrete shape by God: in creation God gives 
Love an outward mould. Hadewijch regards people as embodied Love. An embodiment 
that was ultimately confirmed in the incarnation and life of Jesus of Nazareth.  
Trusting in Minne and acting accordingly is an act of faith, of believing human 
beings to have been created in the image and after the likeness of God. Therefore 
human beings are not locked within themselves, they can ex-ist: go beyond 
themselves to realize their likeness in an ex-istence happening in Minne. People 
thus freed of their loneliness know that believing to be created in God's image 
is a grace as well as a task. The weightiest commandment is love happening, as 
Hadewijch stresses in her 12th letter. And for love to happen, it should become 
tangible and visible within the dimensions of our world (SP 37:49-52). Minne 
consists in both enjoying and working love. For Hadewijch the only way a human 
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being can give proper shape and sense to her life is by living it in imitation 
after Jesus of Nazareth, within the confines of this world. 
 
The virtue of fierceness. 
 
Minne is mother of all virtue (SP 2:20); Minne is the conditio sine qua non, the 
essential requirement for the existence of all excellent qualities of character 
people may develop. Minne is the live principle of everything that would bear 
the name of virtue and aims at growing alike to Minne more and more. Every single 
virtue in itself valueless, if it is not form and expression of Minne (SP 27:46-
47). 
As a consequence of her interpretation of Minne, Hadewijch flies the colours of 
particular virtues that match her conviction of the gentility of humankind. 
Most of these also play an important part in the foremost ideal of humanity known 
in Hadewijch's age: the ideal of knighthood. Hadewijch qualifies chivalry with 
Scripture, thus contriving an irresistable whole for a believing Christian. 
 
When the development of the Christian tradition concerning desirable human 
qualities of character is considered, many people do not think it obvious to 
interpret fierheid: fierceness (literally: proper pride) as a virtue. 
But Hadewijch founds her high-spirited attitude in life on fierceness because 
she assents to being created in God's image and towards God's likeness. 
By deferring to her perception of being created from Minne towards Minne, she 
becomes ever more conscious of being addressed by her deepest name: Minne. The 
name God bears also. 
The certainty of her heart that she is Minne and in Minne partakes of the nature 
of God Who is very Minne, grants Hadewijch a thoroughgoing awareness of her own 
worth. This awareness causes the fire of fierceness to flare up inside her and 
gives her the high-heartedness to experience her relationship with Minne in the 
equivalence that is the due of a beloved partner. 
The components of mutuality and symmetry in the love between God and humanity -
contained in Minne and acts of loving- give Hadewijch the possibility to stand 
up to God with her minne, to woo God with unabashed human desire, to refuse to 
give way and to continue to appealing to reciprocally keeping of faith in the 
teeth of grief and pain. 
Hadewijch is capable of this audacity because she has accepted the essence of 
her being: Minne.  Allowing that discernment to get through to you and embodying 
it inside your self, gives you power uncheckable to stand up and remain standing. 
The high-heartedness of knowing to have been wrought from Minne towards Minne 
makes Hadewijch value herself at her true worth.  
She dares to love ghewarich: fully aware and truthfully. 
As she grows in Minne she becomes ever more properly prideful. Ever more fully 
she leaves behind her faint-heartedness to the point where she merges meekness 
and fierceness and, in the 13th Vision, states that perfect lovers love God 
uprightly and without fear in the freedom of Minne with God's own Minne. In 
Stanzaic Poem 38:59-60 she voices the same sentiment. 
With her attitude of fierceness, of justified pride Hadewijch does justice to 
the free gentility of human beings. The proper pride of fierceness is an attitude 
of unconditional surrender upholding the total identity of the human self. 
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In all of her works Hadewijch delineates fierheid as the essential virtue of 
lovers venturing for the Other/other with Minne. Fierceness symbolizes the self-
awareness of a woman of strength, a woman conscious of her being God's  match 
(SP 13:63), knowing she is being confirmed and maintained every moment of her 
existence because of the Minne God bears her. In her accepting this she dares 
let go of the judgment she would pass on herself, stressing her pettiness, and 
only in Love's Countenance does she read how she is judged (SP 12:37-39). People 
can only gain a true view of their own being from looking into Love's face. 
Fierheid is rooted in the answering-being of humanity. To Hadewijch it became 
clear that fierceness is an essential quality of the ontological structure of 
humankind; it is the 'spirit and truth' (John 4:23-24) people worship God with. 
In the field of morality fierheid becomes manifest in strength, courage, vigour, 
in faithfulness and tenaciousness. This high-hearted attitude is dependent on 
its well-spring rushing in the deeps: the proud consciousness of being created 
in Minne towards Minne. 
 
Thus fierheid is shown to be an utterly relational attitude, an active attitude 
towards life nurtured by the righteous pride that is a consequence of the love 
relationship with Minne. Being fier is an attitude of yearning desire that will 
not yield and can only be sustained within an unbreakably mutual relationship. 
This virtue does not consider itself to be a standard to go by. Minne is the 
standard. Therefore longing after Minne is a happening forever exceeding its own 
limits. Never will Minne be completely fulfilled. Minne is an unending movement 
of Love inciting to incessant and ever more fervent loving, to not surrendering 
to petty smallness.  
On the other hand, Minne relentlessly confronts the lovers with their being 
human, their narrowness, their impotence, with the fact that they will remain 
separated from the Other/other even because they are themselves.  
This makes of fierheid an attitude between onthopen and ghebruken:  
between hopelessness and fruition.  
 
As such, being fier is an attitude of yearning desire that will not hear of 
yielding and can only be sustained within an unbreakable mutual relationship. In 
the gentle and proper pride that fierheid is, Hadewijch has succinctly condensed 
everything of value she recognised in herself. And this becomes amply clear when 
the virtues Hadewijch mentions in one breath with fierheid are taken into 
account: coen/brave, stout/bold, edel/gentle, vri/free, vroet/wise, trouw/true, 
gherecht/righteous. In all these qualities of character it is conspicuous that 
Hadewijch demands of her hearers/readers that they go all lengths, as she does 
herself. The small word al is always on her lips. 
So limitless is her longing that a little Minne would only starve her hungering 
desire further (SP 6:71-72). Totally and al om al going for Minne cannot brook 
to go quietly, cautiously, easily. Al om al Minne is passionate, vehement, 
ravenously eager. Utterly and recklessly striving after Minne, that is what the 
Stanzaic Poems proclaim as the ideal of behaviour. A perfect union with Minne 
Herself is the ultimate goal of the lover's desire. But aiming so high causes 
the hoghe moet -perceptively circumscribed by Peter DRONKE as the 'serene joy 
that is a consequence of love and faithfulness and a feeling of heightened life 
borne by a strong feeling of self-awareness' (DRONKE, 36)- to be often tantalised 
by emotions, attitudes and actions that thwart the application to living after 
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Minne. That is why fierheid is the first and foremost human virtue. Fierheid is 
the qualifier of well-understood human condition. It is the key note 
reverberating in all of the Stanzaic Poems. 
 
 
Marieke van BAEST. 
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